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Introduction: Best Practices in Audit Efficiency
Given the growing volume and complexity of professional standards, 
many accounting firms find it difficult to meet professional require­
ments and conduct efficient audits at the same time. When it comes to 
audit efficiency, however, sometimes less is more. Even though CPA 
firms will never lower the quality of the audits they perform, many have 
found it is possible to cut down on quantity; that is, the amount of time 
put into the process. Firms have found that by working smarter, they 
can maintain and even improve quality while cutting back on low-value 
hours invested in engagements and enhancing profit.
Often the most valuable practice ideas come from the experiences of 
other CPA firms. Peer reviewers can add value by offering suggestions 
to reviewed firms on how to improve audit efficiency while maintaining 
or improving the level of quality control. To that end, the AICPA 
PCPS Task Force on Adding Value to Peer Review, whose mission is to 
discover ways for PCPS members to gain added benefit from the peer 
review process, commissioned a survey on best practices in audits of 
not-for-profit entities (NPOs).
About the Study
Challenges and Opportunities in the Not-for-Profit Sector
In choosing a practice area to study, the task force targeted the not- 
for-profit sector because it poses particular challenges to audit effi­
ciency—NPOs often have lean operations and little if any accounting 
staff expertise. Compounding this problem is the fact that some 
NPOs face added audit requirements imposed by the federal govern­
ment. Because many NPOs have small operations and limited 
budgets, efficiency is a particularly important factor in enhancing 
realization in these audits.
Despite these obstacles, NPOs can be a lucrative and interesting prac­
tice area for a number of reasons. Because of government and other 
funding cutbacks, NPOs must be professional and efficient to survive, 
so they represent a potentially dynamic niche. At the same time, many 
larger firms seek higher volume clients and overlook the NPO market, 
making it a good niche for smaller firms. Larger firms’ focus on contin­
uous auditing—a process that can be too expensive for a small organiza­
tion—also means that NPOs offer a good opportunity for local and 





The AICPA publishes a great deal of technical guidance that is relevant 
to auditing NPOs. It also offers the following relevant continuing pro­
fessional education self-study courses:
• Accounting and Reporting Practices of Nonprofit Organizations— 
Choices and Applications
• Audit Efficiency in Small Business Engagements
• Compliance Auditing
• Managing Not-for-Profits in the New Accounting and Auditing 
Environment
• Nonprofit Accounting and Auditing Update
• Paperless Auditing—An Applied Approach (MicroMash)
Who Participated
The study included partners and senior managers at fourteen firms lo­
cated in Maryland, Washington, Colorado, Virginia, Ohio, Indiana, 
Nevada, California, and the District of Columbia. These firms were se­
lected on the basis of recommendations from state society peer review 
directors and peer review team captains. The firms had consistent, un­
modified peer review reports and devoted a significant portion of their 
practices to NPOs. On a more subjective measure, each had the overall 
appearance of a successful firm. Participating firms averaged forty-three 
people; eight firms had fewer than twenty people; and six had between 
fifty-five and 122.
Firm Culture
The study found that efficiency could be achieved in a variety of differ­
ent firm cultures. All firms aim to be more efficient; however, not all 
strive for practice growth. Some of the firms in the study were what 
could be called “lifestyle firms,” practices that do little or no overtime 
and allow flexible hours and casual dress. These firms have relatively flat 
hierarchies. Lifestyle firms tend to realize efficiency mainly through ex­
perience, employee retention, and confident application of professional 
judgment. One firm had made a conscious decision to eliminate all un­
profitable client relationships.
On the other side of the spectrum were growth firms, which put a 
premium on expansion. These firms are most likely to leverage their 
senior people and achieve efficiency by streamlining their audit 
processes—putting more effort into planning and budgets than may be 
the case at lifestyle firms—and to focus on segment-specific training 
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that deepens the firms’ understanding of their areas of expertise. (For 
tips on how firms monitor efficiency, see table 2.)
TABLE 2
Monitoring Efficiency
• Many firms compare their budgets to actual results and look at 
write-downs from year to year. Others find that too much concern 
about budgets gets in the way of smart planning.
• Firms that are most focused on efficiency track hours by many cate­
gories, such as fee, planned, and unplanned write-offs, change in 
total hours compared to the final year. These are tracked as fre­
quently as once a week.
NPO Audit Breakdown
Participating firms averaged 125 hours per NPO audit, with the fol­
lowing breakdown:
• Twelve percent in planning
• Nine percent in accounting and financial statement preparation
• Sixty-three percent in fieldwork
• Seven percent in work paper review
• Ten percent in preparing and presenting the client report
The percentage of time spent in planning varied from 2 percent to 
25 percent. Firms said they average fourteen extra hours per audit for a 
new client, spending the most time in planning but also some in the field 
and some generating the final report.
Realization
Realization on NPO audits varied significantly among the partici­
pants and was generally lower than their overall firm realization, even 
for those firms focused on the segment. In fact, NPO audit realiza­
tion averaged fourteen percentage points lower than overall audit 
realization: 77 percent (with a range of 55 percent to 95 percent) 
versus overall firm realization 91 percent (69 percent to 100 per­
cent). This was because many of the firms discount fees for NPOs. In 
addition, some intentionally offer lower rates for audits performed 
outside of busy season.
Achieving Peak Realization
Five firms reported an NPO audit realization of 85 percent; three said 
90 percent. How do they do it?
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• They do not extend discounts to NPOs.
• They inform clients of their expectations about work preparation to 
be done by the client.
• They charge more for accounting work and schedule preparation 
when the client fails to perform these tasks.
• They try to train their clients to take on more prepared by client 
(PBC) work each year.
• Some carefully weed out the less cost-effective engagements.
• Several have reengineered their audit processes to address efficiency 
as well as quality issues.
Technology
Across the board, firms said they rely on technology to enhance effi­
ciency. They attempt to cut down on hard copy work as much as possi­
ble, keeping most documents—other than the work prepared by the 
client—in their computers. They also try to limit retention of client 
documents. All but one of the firms said they were networked inter­
nally; the one exception was planning to install a network.
Firms find that technology enhances their analytical powers and al­
lows them to develop analytical reports that can be provided to clients 
as management tools. Making technology more accessible makes it eas­
ier to complete work in the field. One firm reported having trouble 
with computer compatibility in the field and said they made writing 
working papers and reports easier by employing a portable printer.
Practice Aids and Software
Every firm used materials from Practitioners Publishing Company 
(PPC), but the degree of reliance varies. Most said they use it exten­
sively, but some rely on it only as a reference. In many cases, partici­
pants consider the PPC audit programs too general to be applied to 
every NPO audit. They find that checklists and guides often require a 
great deal of information for worst-case scenarios or problem situa­
tions. When firms review these guides and edit out requirements that 
do not apply to specific clients or situations, they can cut down on 
work time. Firms also have created their own audit programs that are 
better tailored to their needs.
Firms said that because the PPC programs in particular were written 
for maximum risk, they take the opportunity to shorten or delete some 
of the materials to reduce unnecessary effort. In fact, some firms find 
that as much as 30 percent to 40 percent of the PPC audit program 
might not be appropriate for a given client. One firm noted that its 
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own audit program consisted of four pages, while PPC’s NPO program 
has over 240 pages. The survey found firms were confident enough to 
use their own professional judgment in tailoring the PPC audit pro­
grams to their own needs.
Best Practices
The study found there are four fundamental steps to achieving audit 
efficiency:
1. Managing and training the client
2. Retaining clients and staff
3. Proper planning
4. Risk assessment
This section will consider each of these practices.
Managing and Training the Client
In the words of one participant, do not be afraid to ask the client to do 
the work. CPAs can work more efficiently when clients supply them 
with all the necessary data. If staff spend time doing catch-up book­
keeping work or locating and copying needed files, the length of the 
audit will probably increase, and the firm is much less likely to realize 
100 percent of the value of its fees.
For many of the surveyed firms, step one is getting the client to buy 
into the concept of the audit itself. Auditors find that, particularly in 
the not-for-profit and government sectors, many audit clients simply 
do not understand the purpose of an audit engagement or its value. If 
firms expect cooperation from the client, the auditor might begin by ed­
ucating the client staff about the benefits of the engagement. The start of 
the engagement is also a good time to reassure client staff that the audi­
tors are there not to catch them in mistakes, but rather to help them.
NPOs are reputed to focus on their programs and devote scant re­
sources to accounting and finance. They are typically small organiza­
tions with less rigid segregation of duties than commercial enterprises. 
As a result, the work requested by the auditors might be done incor­
rectly, incompletely, or not at all. To encourage clients to manage their 
own information—rather than forcing the CPAs to dig it up them­
selves—smart firms prepare a list of PBC work before the engagement 
begins. The tasks on the list usually involve data gathering and other 
simple assignments that are appropriate to the level of the client’s staff 
expertise. In one case, a firm asked the client to take responsibility for 
making copies of all the data needed for the audit.
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Clients also are sometimes asked to do their own financial state­
ments in advance of the engagement. Delegating these tasks to client 
staff cuts down on firm time and effort—even when a firm cuts the 
price by a small amount in exchange for delegating this work, the sav­
ings to the firm are tenfold, according to the survey findings. If this ap­
proach fails, another idea is to bill separately for accounting and 
financial statement preparation; this way the client can see how much 
these steps cost and is better motivated to take them on itself.
One firm actually uses two separate teams: one to perform audit 
preparation work if it is needed and another completely different team 
to do the audit. This helps the client understand the differentiation be­
tween the two engagements and makes it less confusing when the firm 
bills separately for the two engagements. The firm meets with high- 
level management in the organization before the work begins to ex­
plain specifically what is still needed for the audit, how the firm can 
help—and what it will cost.
In general, strategies for ensuring compliance with PBC requests 
include—
• Start at the top. Practitioners meet with NPO boards of directors to 
ensure that they understand the importance of the audit. Boards are 
called upon to communicate audit value to organization staff and 
urge them to cooperate in engagement preparation.
• Make it as easy as possible. Firms offer explicit PBC lists with clear ex­
amples and due dates. Firm members take the time to explain what 
they need and why. In some cases, firms give clients checklists from 
PPC to help them understand what is needed. To make sure the 
PBC list is complete and on target, a senior person might spend time 
before the engagement begins reviewing the previous year’s work 
papers to craft a thorough PBC list for this year’s work.
• Charge for PBC that has to be done by the auditors. In at least one 
case, a firm identified the PBC work in the engagement letter and 
established in the letter that the client would be charged if it was not 
completed when needed.
• Discount for PBC work when it is done. Firms find that an effective 
inducement can be much less than the cost to the firm of PBC work 
not done. Clients apparently respond to the threat of being charged 
for PBC work and the incentive of paying less if they take on some 
tasks themselves.
• Reschedule fieldwork if PBC is not done. Firms check in advance to 
ensure that the data they need will be available and postpone the en­
gagement if it is not.
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• Do not allow technology to increase the firm’s workload. Although 
technological capabilities are important to efficiency, one practi­
tioner noted that it can sometimes extend the firm’s workload if the 
firm uses its own software to take on tasks that should be delegated 
to the client. Just because the firm is capable of performing some of 
the audit preparation work on its own software does not mean it 
necessarily should do it, in other words.
• Develop realistic expectations. Firms know that clients do not always 
complete all their PBC work, but they start with basic expectations 
and add more responsibilities each year. One firm asks that the client 
do a little more each year and is happy with even slight progress be­
cause the benefits will accrue for years to come.
• Demonstrate the difference. With new and sometimes even long­
standing clients, it can be effective to raise the issue of PBC work at 
the exit conference. If a firm examines the budget with the client, it 
is often easy to see which situations added unnecessary hours to the 
process and which steps actually saved the firm or the client time and 
money. Once the firm has documented the consequences when PBC 
work is missing, firm members can talk about how client preparation 
can have a real impact on engagement time. The firm can follow up 
on this analysis during the planning of next year’s engagement.
Even though all of these steps are important, firms participating in 
the survey warned that overnight improvements are rare. Some believed 
it could take several years before clients truly understood and complied 
with auditors’ requests.
Retaining Clients and Staff
Firms agreed that high client longevity and a meaningful investment in 
an industry niche are important contributors to efficiency. Greater fa­
miliarity with the practice area and with the particular client enable 
practitioners to streamline their audit approaches and make the most of 
the time spent on each engagement. Many firms placed an emphasis on 
having senior people in the field and, in at least one case, in assigning 
one person to do the field work over a period of years.
Shaping the Client Base
Several of the firms with the highest realizations actively add and re­
move clients to fashion the most lucrative and worthwhile client base. 
The firms discontinue working with clients that are considered higher 
risk, high maintenance or low profitability. Instead of accepting any 
NPO whose needs fit their practices, these firms work only with orga­
nizations that have good reputations in their fields and do not have a 
history of frequent auditor changes. Also, the firms have relatively strict 
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bid criteria that include a higher cut-off, and whenever possible they 
evaluate each new client’s accounting resources up front.
Some of the clear advantages of this strategy include—
• Developing best practices. Having a critical mass in an industry allows 
firms to share best practices across clients. While still protecting 
client confidentiality, firms can use what they’ve learned in one en­
gagement to enhance their work on many others. This not only allows 
firms to avoid wasting time but also creates appreciative clients and 
new consulting opportunities.
• Premium fees. Firms can charge high fees for work in an area in which 
they have developed recognized expertise.
One practitioner recommended a very straightforward approach for 
keeping clients. At the end of the audit engagement, when the firm de­
livers the reports, it also delivers the engagement letter for the follow­
ing year. Clients often sign it immediately. If they do not, the firm 
receives early warning about a possible loss of a client.
Staff Retention
Participants believed that staff retention is important because it en­
hances both client-specific and industry-wide experience. The reality 
among many firms today, however, is that there is a tremendous short­
age of entry-level staff. Staff retention is desirable, but some firms find 
that some or all of a field work engagement team might have moved on 
to a new job by the time the next year’s audit rolls around. Firms must 
sometimes rely on managers to perform in-charge functions to create 
continuity and the perception of continuity in clients’ minds.
Strategies for achieving low employee turnover include—
• Setting explicit and enforced antiovertime policies. In at least one re­
ported case, a firm actually retrenched, cutting back on engagements 
to offer staff a better lifestyle. The firm specifically cut out engage­
ments that had only covered costs rather than offered significant real­
ization. In other cases, firms did not bid on engagements that would 
require overtime because they wanted to be able to retain parents of 
young children and others who valued their personal time.
• Maintaining a growth plan that offers opportunities for recognition and 
advancement to partner level. In at least one case, nearly half of a firm’s 
staff were partners because the firm used partnership to ensure conti­
nuity of personnel.
• Involving staff in the process. Including staff in planning and other 
meetings empowers them and cuts down on misunderstandings later 
in the process. One firm even includes staff in development activities 
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so they learn how to perform this important function early in their ca­
reers. In both cases, staff believe they are learning skills they might not 
gain elsewhere.
• Offering flexible hours and casual dress policies.
• Offering competitive compensation and benefits.
• Keeping the work interesting. This can include granting responsibility 
or lowering the amount of vouching relative to analytical proce­
dures. Some firms designate one in-house NPO expert, or they send 
the same manager to a client each year so that person can develop a 
relationship with the client and pride in the engagement.
Firms often battle to recruit staff with the highest grade point aver­
ages, but participants noted the importance of staff people who have 
practical experience and who exhibit common sense. The opinion was 
that staff who can cut through distractions to get the work done are 
more efficient than those who spend time arguing accounting theory.
Proper Planning
How much planning should go into an audit? Answers to that survey 
question varied. Some firms swore by their extensive planning processes. 
In these cases, one important goal was to ensure that the team was work­
ing together, with the same goals and expectations for the engagement. 
Some firms used the planning process to train staff so senior people could 
spend less time checking and correcting their work. Many used the time 
to consider engagement risk and decide when to use substantive tests, an­
alytical review, and materiality tests. One firm recommended this time as a 
chance to learn about opportunities to do dual-purpose tests.
The time spent on this part of the process varied greatly from firm to 
firm, with a range of 2 percent to 25 percent—up to 40 percent, if 
some of the controls work is considered part of the planning. The 
lifestyle firms (smaller firms made up on average of more experienced 
people) did less planning. The higher-growth firms planned more and 
managed more aggressively to budget.
In most firms the bulk of audit planning responsibility falls on the 
manager or supervisor, with some partner involvement. Several firms 
include the whole team in the planning process because getting every­
one on the same page is considered an important strategy. In a typical 
meeting, the entire team spends up to a day focused on these steps:
• Planning the audit around risk and materiality
• Apportioning hours to be spent accordingly
• Laying out dual-purpose tests where possible
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• Generating PBC lists and due dates as well as the bulk of the engage­
ment letter
Interim Work
This was reported to smooth the workflow, but doing interim work 
does not necessarily mean that audit planning had to be done earlier. 
Some firms conduct interim management interviews. At one firm, one 
week of the senior people’s time is left unscheduled every six weeks, 
plus one day each week, to underscore the importance of the interim 
visits. When practitioners perform interim visits, they try to understand 
the client’s infrastructure, such as human resources, which represents a 
great deal of an NPO’s costs. In some cases, interim work is limited to 
special cases, such as OMB Circular A-133 audits.
One key recommendation was to address issues at the management 
level rather than at the transaction level. Firms strive to find errors not 
by testing every transaction but by understanding the client infrastruc­
ture well enough to recognize an error immediately. Firm members go 
outside the accounting department to get to know contacts in the pro­
gramming area, development, information technology, or other de­
partments where important issues develop. Firm members perform 
diagnostic interviews with line people throughout the organization to 
understand their areas and to identify problems before they are found 
in the audit.
Updating the Audit Approach
Firms noted that in the past, the general practice often was to audit as 
much as possible, piling on procedures without analyzing their value. 
The solution is to evaluate the client before the engagement begins by—
• Visiting the client location.
• Getting a sense of its business and industry.
• Learning about the client’s operation.
• Considering its risks.
Once the risks have been determined, it is possible to design the en­
tire audit around them. This process also allows the firm to give the 
client more informed opinions and advice. One firm suggested review­
ing each working paper and asking what kind of value each one pro­
vides. If the answer is unclear, it is possible to drop that procedure.
What efficiencies can be accomplished in planning? Firms review the 
prior year’s working papers to familiarize themselves with client issues 
and to seek out possible past inefficiencies in their own work and possi­
ble improvements. Other steps include, but are not limited to—
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• Meeting with clients to discuss the process and identify client respon­
sibilities.
• Downloading the client’s trial balance in firm software.
• Preparing PBC lists.
• Sending confirmations.
• Preparing lead schedules.
• Reviewing planning decisions with staff and considering staff sugges­
tions for improvement turned in at the end of the last year’s work.
What Works Well?
Firms said they had developed efficiency recommendations surround­
ing the planning process:
• More than one firm worked with an audit efficiency consulting firm. 
One of the most useful tools they described was an exercise to help 
focus on critical audit areas in planning. After the engagement team 
reviews the previous year’s variance report, the team is asked, “If we 
had a limited amount of time to complete this audit, where would 
we spend our time?” The question helps identify the areas of great­
est exposure and clarifies the best steps to address them. The firm 
then considers what other parts of the audit program truly add 
value. By the end of the meeting, the team has created a PBC list, a 
budget, and a schedule. The team also writes the client due date let­
ter, which lists the PBC due dates, the audit start date one week 
later, the audit end date, and the date the client will receive the draft 
report. The letter is signed by the firm and by the client.
• One firm had organized PPC packets. It created packages of PPC 
checklists and audit programs organized by type of client and en­
gagement. Staff members setting up an engagement simply pick the 
correct package and then can customize it to the particular client.
However, not all successful firms have lengthy planning processes 
for efficiency. Some simply review last year’s audit and consider what 
they could have done differently. Some create a final plan after the 
audit has begun, when current issues and problems are clear. These 
approaches generally apply in smaller firms with a high percentage of 
experienced staff. In at least one case, planning documents were not 
completed until after the engagement began because the practitioner 
believed it was impossible to get a handle on the work without famil­
iarity with the organization. CPAs noted that even though it is im­
portant to get a sense of the scope of the engagement before it 




A subset of the planning process, risk assessment is such an important 
element that it is given its own section here. Among those participants 
who said they favor heavy planning, identifying risks was a key consid­
eration. Firms use the planning process to identify areas in which dual­
purpose testing might be used. Although many firms believe partners 
should be integral to the planning process, there was difference of 
opinion about whether staff should be involved. Some believe staff in­
volvement slows the process, while others believe it helps all team 
members work in unison and clarify responsibilities.
Correlating audit efforts to the levels of risk and materiality is inher­
ently a more efficient approach, and many participants strive in that di­
rection. Most use PPC checklists for risk assessment, but control risk was 
a somewhat controversial area. Many felt that controls in small NPOs are 
categorically poor, so they are not worth testing unless one must do so to 
satisfy the requirements of OMB Circular A-133. A few firms work hard 
to understand the level of management controls outside the client’s ac­
counting department and believe that it is key to understanding the 
client well. They feel comfortable with assessing risk as less than maxi­
mum if they have a better understanding of the client’s larger framework.
Analytical procedures (predictive and reasonableness tests) were 
considered the most efficient. One firm said they began each step of 
the process by asking, “Can we audit this analytically?” Every participant 
is trying to use more analytical procedures and do less transaction testing 
because the procedures—
• Save time.
• Uncover what is not there instead of focusing on what is.
• Are more interesting to perform, leading to a deeper understanding 
of the business.
Especially where assessed risk is low and materiality is high, analyti­
cal procedures are preferred over transaction testing. Participants rec­
ommended that analytical procedures be documented, not reinvented 
every year, which can be necessary if staff members fail to make notes 
about their procedures. One possible drawback: Several participants 
said junior staff have insufficient experience to carry out analytical pro­
cedures that must instead be implemented by more senior people. An­
other complaint was that there is little concrete guidance on analytical 
procedures for NPOs.
Areas in which predictive and reasonableness tests have replaced 
transaction testing and saved time include—
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• Rent payable or paid and rent receivable or received.
• Interest income.
• Depreciation.
• Payroll and payroll taxes.
• Revenue from direct mail fundraising.
• Postage expenses in direct mail fundraising.
• Supplies.
• Prepaid expenses (for example, rent and insurance).
• Professional fees.
• Revenue from annual meeting.
Firms have made strong efforts to cut down on substantive testing 
whenever appropriate. In cases of high risk, a firm might do substantive 
testing as well as analytical testing. Moderate risk might call for analyt­
ical testing alone. In at least one case, a firm cut 20 percent from a typ­
ical eighty- to 100-hour engagement by cutting down on substantive 
testing and replacing it with analytical procedures.
Firms also try to avoid automatically repeating the previous year’s 
audit, aiming instead to do precisely what is called for in each particu­
lar case as clients and their related risks change.
Firms concentrate their efforts on high-risk areas. As a result, staff 
management becomes more important because senior people have to 
ensure staff is spending time on difficult tasks rather than avoiding 
them in favor of less challenging tasks. On the other hand, firms have 
also found that it is necessary to make sure staff members do not over­
audit. For example, when a controls test yields good results, a senior 
person sometimes must step in to tell staff to stop at that point.
Another challenge is differing opinions about materiality. Firms re­
port that clients have much lower opinions. According to one partici­
pant, “The difference between 76 percent and 73 percent program 
expense is immaterial, but they want it changed. A $10,000 deviation 
on an account in a $1.5 million organization is immaterial, but they 
want it changed. A commercial client wouldn’t care. The NPO makes 
us fix it. A typical NPO audit includes ten to fifteen adjusting journal 
entries, versus zero to five for a commercial client.”
One firm analyzed how many hours had been spent on a few jobs by 
area and found that it did not correlate with the risk the firm had assessed. 




The previous sections considered audit efficiency in terms of practice 
management issues and the technical side of the audit. Firms also had a 
number of suggestions for performing work in ways that would cut 
down time.
Complete Wrap-Up Work in the Field
This was found to be one of the keys to an efficient audit, saving as 
much as 20 percent to 30 percent of total time. Some firms said they 
consistently complete these steps in the field:
• Reviewing working papers
• Clearing up points that come up in review
• Producing the draft report and management letter
Others are working toward completing all of these in the field. Some 
firms try to perform less than 5 percent of the engagement at the office 
in the wrap-up stage. Clients form a better impression because they re­
ceive the draft report quickly and because auditors spend more time 
with them.
Some firms take this approach so seriously that they are willing to 
pay for it. One firm offers a $100 bonus to senior staff if wrap-up is 
completed in the field. The firm leaves a draft report with the client 
when fieldwork is completed. Firms that have not gotten to this point 
try at least to gather all information before they leave the field, even if 
the report is not yet ready.
Include Memos In the Working Papers
These can stipulate test objectives, document what steps were per­
formed, and describe what was found.
Organize Working Papers Along Narrative Lines
Arrange them so that they describe what was done, why, and what the 
result was. This helps the peer review and next year’s team understand 
the engagement.
Keep It Short
Restrict work paper files to less than one-inch thickness. They should 
feature prominent conclusions and simple narrative, while other docu­
mentation is kept in the permanent files.
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Keep a Summary
Summarizing information received from the client, rather than storing 
all of the data in the file for next year’s team to wade through, is an­
other timesaver.
Conduct Firm-wide Meetings
Share information on streamlining work papers with the entire firm.
Keep in Touch
Cycle time and total audit time are reduced if the audit partner or se­
nior manager is available to staff in the field, so they can get quick an­
swers and implement changes to the audit program.
Be Consistent
In working papers, firms try to standardize format and flow to make 
them easy to understand and so all numbers are readily referenced.
Consider Electronic Work Papers
At least two participants said they were aiming for entirely electronic 
work papers.
Wrap-Up and Evaluation
Although firms try to end their work in the field, many take time after 
an audit to evaluate their performance and develop ideas for improve­
ment. Senior firm members might help staff to understand where ana­
lytical procedures could have replaced detailed account analysis or 
identify spots where clients could have taken on responsibility for more 
tasks. They also seek out risk and materiality inefficiencies. They try to 
teach staff what is within the scope of an engagement and what areas 
present opportunities or necessities for further payment.
Not all firms engage in these postmortems; some conduct them only 
when they have gone well over budget or when there have been other 
problems. Were the procedures more difficult than necessary? Was in­
formation incomplete or unavailable? Firms often solicit staff sugges­
tions for improvement. In one case, a firm discovered a way to cut 
almost 200 hours in such a conference, but many NPO audits are con­
sidered too small for extensive evaluation.
Even if a firm does not have a conference, a senior person might re­
view the engagement and informally point out to staff ways it could 
have been done more efficiently. Sometimes the reviews take the form 
of notes for next year. Many participants ask all engagement team 
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members to make notes about more efficient approaches for future 
years. A few firms have focused on problem cases they would rather im­
prove than do without and have discovered dramatic opportunities for 
greater realization because of this effort.
Firms pointed out that there is no objective measure of efficiency. 
What works in one firm might not be helpful to another. Postengage­
ment evaluations can help firms to measure their performance against 
the only useful efficiency measure: their own expectations.
Adding Value to the Client
Firms that work efficiently are in a better position to identify problems 
and solutions that make audit engagements more valuable to clients. 
Firms in the survey took advantage of their efficiencies to provide guid­
ance and ideas for improvement whenever possible. The overall goal 
was to better position themselves as the clients’ business advisers.
Management letters are the most common vehicles that auditors in 
the survey use to add value. Points covered in these letters can include 
items that affect audit efficiency, but mainly auditors try to make sug­
gestions that improve the client’s efficiency or cost-effectiveness, and 
perhaps improve controls.
Here are some notable firm observations on this issue:
• “ If a client does not book unrealized gains or losses until year end 
when we do it, they might not know that they lost $10,000 on an 
investment. We point out that they could have redirected the invest­
ment earlier if they had known about it. ”
• “The management letter takes time, but we do it. It cannot be ac­
cusatory. You have to identify the issue and say why it is in their 
favor to make a change. They are received almost gleefully by our 
clients. We also pat them on the back in the letter. ”
• “ Management letters are often done for NPOs and they take a long 
time. It is hard for outsiders to criticize nicely. We agonize over 
these letters because they can be offensive.”
• “We do comment letters on all audits. We are out there to help 
them, not to catch things. We make workflow suggestions, talk 
about segregation of duties, tell them what they can do to make the 
audit go smoother. ”
• One firm reviews clients’ interim financial statements to perform 
regular performance reviews. The firm then discusses key perfor­
mance indices with the client. Not only can the firm usually charge 
for these reports, they also take the place of analytical procedures 
that the firm normally would do at the end of the year.
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• “Instead of auditing receipts for the annual meeting, we will talk with 
managers” and ask about the meeting. “If we happen to find that they 
schedule it the week of Thanksgiving, because hotels will give them a 
significant break, that is the kind of thing we can share with the client. 
You do not learn that by looking at the checks and bank statement.”
• One firm noted that, as is the case among industry clients, many 
NPOs are actively exploring how their organizations can use the 
Web for online product sales or meeting registration. This presents 
an opportunity for firms to add value through electronic commerce 
consulting.
• One firm performs an expense analysis during the course of the 
audit and shares the results with the client.
Especially to clients at smaller or less sophisticated entities, attention 
to detail is appreciated, survey participants found. When practitioners 
point out areas where the client can save time or money, they become he­
roes in the clients’ eyes. Firms also recommend making a particular effort 
to talk to clients in understandable language while not patronizing them. 
Clients usually are delighted to receive this attention and information.
Summary: What Is Best for Your Firm?
The study reveals no surprises: There is no magic to audit efficiency. The 
processes and methodologies uncovered are not new, but the study re­
veals which ones can really work. These factors were cited consistently as 
contributing to audit efficiency:
• Streamline the process. Firms made an effort to change behavior, 
processes, and expectations, rather than simply relying on superficial 
fixes. Some firms rely on a partner to take the role of internal coach 
to keep the streamlining effort on track.
• Adopt an approach based on risk and materiality. Firms try to get 
away from a checklist approach and to focus instead on identifying 
and analyzing the most important issues.
• Manage the client. Firms insist that clients be prepared for the audit 
and rely on client staff for appropriate assistance.
• Shape the client base. The most successful firms are often the choosiest 
when it comes to selecting and retaining clients.
• Hold onto staff. Firm efficiency and profitability benefit when firms 
are able to retain seasoned employees.
• Rely on professional Judgment. By honing their client bases, firms are 
able to leverage their experience and judgment.
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The good news is that there is not any one particular route to audit 
efficiency. Whether a firm is traditional or casual, highly regimented or 
improvisational in its approach, it can still identify efficiencies that im­
prove profitability. That means that no matter what size your own firm 
is or how you define its client base or culture, you can use the ideas in 
this booklet as springboards to greater efficiency.
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